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ELI Beamlines research centre in Dolní Břežany is part of pan-European 

infrastructure ELI (Extreme Light Infrastructure) representing a unique tool of 
support of scientific excellence in Europe by making available its capacities to 

the best scientific teams across the world. The aim of ELI Beamlines is to 
establish the most intensive laser system in the world and to operate it on a 
long-term basis. Due to ultra-high performances of 10 PW (1 petawatt =  

1,000,000,000,000,000 watts) and concentrated intensities of up to 
1024 W/cm2, we can offer our users a unique source of radiation and beams 

of accelerated particles. The so called beamlines will enable groundbraking 
research in the area of physics and science dealing with materials, but also in 
biomedicine and laboratory astrophysics and many other fields. ELI Beamlines 

is part of the Institute of Physics of the Czech Academy of Sciences, and it 
was open in 2015.  

 
The Institute of Physics of the Czech Academy of Sciences is a holder of the 
HR Excellence in Research Award. It is awarded by the European Commission 

to institutions which put significant effort into improving their HR strategy and 
ensuring professional and ethical working conditions.  

 
The HIFI (High Field Initiative) project is established at ELI Beamlines to be 
the leading project in the high field science. In contrast to other approaches 

we are emphasizing the synergy between the theory and experiments and 
building a strong theoretical group to develop new ideas for experiments. In 

parallel we are building a computing centre aimed at conducting computer 
simulations. The project will advance our knowledge of laser accelerated 
electrons and ions as well as high energy photon generation in novel regimes 

when radiation friction and quantum electrodynamics processes, such as 
electron-positron pair creation and vacuum polarization, become significant. 

To explore this regime experimentally an upgrade of the existing at ELI 
Beamlines infrastructure around the 10 PW laser beam will be done within the 

HIFI project. 
 
In our team we are offering: 

 
Summer internship 

 
You will be taking part at/shadowing researchers/helping with: 

 
 theory of charged particle acceleration and hard electromagnetic 

radiation in relativistic laser plasmas 
 development and use of numerical techniques (various computer 

codes) for simulation of nonlinear processes in laser plasmas 
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Requirements: 
 

 enrolled in a bachelor's or master's degree programme 
 strong interest in physics 

 willingness to learn new things 
 experience with programming 

 experience with analysis/visualization of scientific data is a plus 
 able to communicate in English 

 

 
Applications, containing CV, specification which group/department  you are 

applying for and any other material the candidate considers relevant, should 
be sent to Mrs. Jana Ženíšková (jana.zeniskova@eli-beams.eu, +420 601 560 
322).  

 
Information regarding the personal data processing and access to the 

personal data at the Institute of Physics of the Czech Academy of Sciences 
can be found on: https://www.fzu.cz/en/processing-of-personal-data 
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